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Discover innovative and unbelievable vehicles in this full-color book about thrilling machines. These machines are not your ordinary types of land, water, and air transportation. These wondrous creations are bigger, faster, and fancier. Young readers will learn about a giant excavator, new types of water travel, and even a super speedy jet. This book is short, simple, and to the point and is sure to be a delight to machine fanatics.

The target audience for this book would be preschool and young elementary aged children. The descriptions of each machine are very short and straightforward, but children will need help with reading some challenging words. The associated photographs of each machine are high quality and colorful and provide a great visual to go along with the book. This is a good book for little ones who love vehicles because these are so unique and not often heard about. Adults may even discover new facts when reading aloud with children. Machines to Thrill You! is an original and reliable read.